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Dutch and Belgian Acts
•
•
•
•
•

General
Principles
Definition embryo
Accepted types of embryo research
Debate
– Creation of embryos for research/therapy
– Creation of chimaeras for research/therapy
– Pronuclear transfer to avoid mitoch disease

Different scope
• Be: research using in vitro embryo’s
• NL: also research with fetuses (‘=embryo
in the human body’)

• Be: limited to scientific research
• NL: use of gametes & embryos
• Embryo research or Res in human
subjects?

Principles
• Nl (Explanatory Memorandum):
– Equilibrium of values and perspectives
• protection embryo as beginning human life
• interests of infertile people/couples
• interests of patients

– Proportionality & subsidiarity

• Be: the law expresses a belief in the importance
of freedom of research and the acceptance of
ethical pluralism in society.
(Pennings & van Steirteghem Ts Fert Onderz, 2004).

Same definition of embryo
• ‘a cell or a complex of cells with the
capacity to develop into a human being’
• = post Dolly (Dutch Bill 1992: result of
fertilization)
– Debate: Fagniez report (Fra, 2006): are
products of cloning embryos?

• No protection for non-viable embryos

Accepted types of research Be
• therapeutic aim or contribution to better
knowledge of (in)fertility, transplantation
of organs or tissues, or prevention or
treatment of disease (art 3.1).
– Prohibition of transfer to the womb of embryos
that were subjected to research,
– except ic of a research aim that is ‘therapeutic
for the embryo itself’, or an observation study
using a method that does not negatively affect
the integrity of the embryo (art 5.2).

Therapeutic embryo research?
• Bill NL 1992: only for therapeutic
research: benefitting the embryo itself
• What is therapeutic embryo research?
– PGD???
– Germline modification
• (pro)nuclear transfer to avoid transmission of
mitochondrial disease (giving the embryo healthy
mitochondria)?

Accepted types of research NL
• Research with embryos in vitro who are not used for
establishing a pregnancy
– new insights medical science (art 10a)

• [Idem, with embryos created for research
– new insights re infertility, fertility treatment, genetic or congenital
disorders or transplantation (art 11)]

• Research …. used for establishing a pregnancy
– new insights re fertility treatment & childbirth (art 16a)
– benefits proportional to drawbacks and risks for the future child and
the woman (16c).

• Research with fetuses
– New insights re prenatal/neonatal med or completion of pregnancies
– Proport to drawbacks/risks for fetus in question and the woman (19c)
– Therap or group benefit & minimal risk. Cannot wait till after birth (20)

Prohibitions Be

Nl

Transf embryos used in
research except…

(benefits proport to risks)

-

Create embryos for
research

Create res embryos if left
over embryos can be used

idem

(accepted during first 14
days)

Culture in vitro >14 days

Chimaeras hybrids

Qualified prohibition

-

Germ line mod (of nDNA)

Commercial use

idem

Sex selection, except…

idem

Reprod human cloning

idem

Eugenic aims

(use for other than
accepted aims)

1. Creating embryos for research
• Be: allows creation of embryos for
research - if aim cannot be reached with
research using supernumerary embryos;
and further conditions (art 4.1)
• NL: idem but: the articles of the Act
allowing this have not yet entered into
force (art 33.2). So in fact it is forbidden.
– construction to allow freedom of action re Eur
Convention (was 5 yr ban, now indefinite)

Ban on creating embryos for research
• Not because a principled objection but
a. Perceived lack of societal support
b. Wish to remain in track with rest of Europe
c. At the time no immediate hurdles for
important research

• Evaluation report 2006
– b has changed, c untrue (referring to research
into safety/effectiveness of in vitro maturation
and cryopreservation of oocytes)

Societal support?
• Population survey Rathenau Institute
– 49% keep the law as it is
– 35% change it

• Information basis can be questioned*
– participants were told that the ban only
affected therapeutic cloning, and also that
donating oocytes for research was risky for
women
* De Wert G, Dondorp W. Burgerperspectieven op embryo-onderzoek? Een gemiste kans. Tijds
voor Gezondheidsrecht 2008; 32: 257-62.

2. Creating chimaeras
• Be: it is prohibited to transfer human
embryos to animals, or to create
chimaeras or hybrid beings (art 5.1).
• Nl: ………to allow a chimaera created from
human and animal (or exclusively human)
embryonic cells to develop for longer than
fourteen days or to implant such a
chimaera into a human being or an animal
(art 25b).

Growing organs in chimaeras?

Evaluation report 2012
• IPS cells >is art 25b
applicable?
– if so, an outright ban
seems too strict, given
potential therapeutic use
– if not, should this research
be regulated?
• Minister (July 2013):
intention to ban all
chimaera creation > 14 days

“Prohibition ill-considered”

3. What about pronuclear transfer
• Be: not mentioned = allowed
• NL: prohibition of germ line modification is
restricted to: “intentionally modifying the
genetic material of the nucleus of human
germ-line cells with which a pregnancy is
to be induced” (art 24g).
– This was done to keep options open when
(perhaps) ratifying the European Convention.
– (Pro)nuclear (& spindle) transfer not prohibited

Evaluation report 2012 &
Ministerial reaction 2013
• Lift the ban on creating embryos for research
– Minister: no proof yet that important research is
blocked; if there are promising techniques that
are close to clinical application, the ban can be
reconsidered

• Reconsider chimaeras
– Minister: intention to extend the present ban; research into potential
benefits is still in early stage, if this leads to a safe way of creating
organs, the ban can be reconsidered.

Evaluation report & reaction
• Reconsider the ban on sex-selection non-medical
reasons
– Minister accepts proposal to allow sex selection for
transgenerational health reasons; no further opening up

• Consider the need for exploring the pros and cons of
extending the 14-day limit for embryo research
– Minister: the 14 day limit is fine

• Reconsider definitions in the Act: gametes may in the future
be created from stem cells; and is it right that non-viable
embryos are not even embryos in terms of the Act?
– Minister: no need to change definitions, but will explore status of nonviable embryos/entities.

Conclusion
• “the law expresses a belief in the
importance of freedom of research and the
acceptance of ethical pluralism in society”

